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REZUMAT. În această lucrare se prezintă o introducere a celor mai avansate arhitecturi ale sistemelor hardware folosite 
pentru accelerarea grafică, care, în prezent, sunt folosite în domenii variate, cum ar fi: industria jocurilor, simulări sau în 
cercetare. Se realizează o comparaţie a vitezelor GPU şi de procesor a două dintre cele mai avansate plăci grafice. De 
asemenea, sunt prezentate stagile de programare numite "shaders", folosite pentru procesare grafică în vederea optimizării 
lucrului pe o imagine de date. Evaluarea performanţei este bazată pe ideea de a folosi aceeaşi implementare a unui 
algoritm [19] folosind două abordări diferite, prima fiind abordarea care foloseşte o unitate de procesare grafică, iar cea de-a 
doua abordare, de a folosi unitatea centrală utilizând două imagini cu rezoluţie diferită. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: procesarea imaginilor, unitate de procesare grafică, modelarea obiectelor virtuale. 
 
ABSTRACT. This paper presents an introduction of the most advanced arhitectures, as the date when the article is presented, 
of hardware systems developed for graphical acceleration, used in various domains like games industry, graphical 
simularion or research. A comparation of GPU clock spead and stream processors of the most two advanced graphical cards. 
Also it presents the programatic stages  called „shaders” used for processing unit to optimize the work on a image data. The 
performance evaluation is based on the idea to use the same algorithm implementation [19] using two different 
approaches, the first one consists of using the graphical processing unit and the second one, is to use control processing unit 
on two images of different resolution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thought times in the virtual reality scientific 
domain were written various articles that present 
emerging technologies for physical word generation. 
[1] and [2]. 

From mathematical point of view, the theory 
existed from a long time ago [3], and with the rapid 
evolution on hardware devices, the means to 
generate virtual reality with complex objects having 
physical properties in real time become a popular 
research domain. 

In games industries were introduced intermediate 
levels to help games developers and researches like 
[12] and [14]. These allow rapid development in the 
ways of engine to generate virtual reality and to 
research in this domain. 

In the past hardware manufacturers have created 
architecture specific for some certain types of 
computers [15]. In the optimization race to create 
hardware for physical engines, were developed lots 
of hardware solutions. These were focused on 
technical of type “brute-force” to develop solution to 
problems derivates from collision detection and 
response [16]. Many of the computing requirements 

can be optimized using SIMD architecture (single 
instruction multiple data) having as a final goal the 
parallel computing [17]. 

These problems were addressed from different 
perspective. Were introduced PPU (physical proces-
sing units) [13] as a solution to the problems from 
games industry. In the same time, were introduces 
simple routines called “shader routines” in the GPU 
pipeline [4] which open the road for parallel 
computing. 

These lines of codes allows to the same shader 
function to be executed on each pixel. Even though 
multi core CPU can be used for the same task of 
parallel computing, alternative hardware is used, 
keeping the CPU free for other tasks. 

2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE GRAPHICAL 
PROCESSORS 

2.1. PPU 

The PPU architecture was developed by AGEIA 
company for accelerate the computer graphics as an 
alternative to GPU. The PPU comes from physical 
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processing unit and represents a dedicated micro-
processor designed to handle the calculation of 
physics, especially in physics engine of video games 
[13]. 

Calculations that may involve PPU can include 
 rigid body dynamics; 
 soft body dynamics; 
 collision detection; 
 fluid dynamics; 
 various simulation of clothes and hair; 
 finite element analysis; 
 fracture and shatter of objects. 
The main idea behind PPU is mainly similar with 

the one on GPU and consists of taking the processor 
load – CPU and transferring to a specialized pro-
cessing unit. The only vendors of computer hardware 
who sell physics processor based on AGEIA PPU 
were ASUS [14]. The first processor developer with 
the PPU architecture is called PhysX chip, and was 
introduced by AGEIA Company. 

PhysX was later acquired by NVIDIA Corpo-
ration. 

2.2. GPU 

Graphical processing unit is a specialized electro-
nic circuit designed to rapidly manipulate and alter 
memory to accelerate the building of images in a 
frame buffer intended for output to a display [4]. 

Graphical processing units are usually embedded 
systems, mobile phones, personal computers, games 
consoles and so on. Modern graphical processing 
units are very efficient at manipulating computer 
graphics and their parallel structure makes them 
more effective compared to the general-purpose 
CPU for algorithms where processing large block of 
data in parallel. [4]. 

Graphical pipelines on GPU take the job of per-
forming calculations on tridimensional space points 
(called vertices) that draw the polygons that join 
them. The GPU calculates how these polygons will 
be represented on the screen in terms of pixels. The 
pipeline represents a specialized unit that is dealing 
directly with certain graphics techniques - textures. 

On the recent graphic parts (GEFORCE) there 
are presented multiple programmatic stages on the 
pipeline: 

 vertex processors; 
 fragment processors; 
 geometry processors. 
The result of the calculations that exists on 

pipeline can be displayed on the output screen as a 
series of calculations that occur to a stream of 
vertices in order to produce a frame. 

In the work of [5], it is described how the pipe-
line can be streamed using methods to build 

maximally efficient throughput-oriented platforms 
by embracing principles such as data parallel exe-
cution, high levels of (producer-consumer) memory 
locality, software management of the system memory 
hierarchy, and asynchronous bulk communication. In 
[5], and before of that, in [6] is described how 
multiple GPU pipelines can be used for parallel 
computation by converting data into a stream. The 
term is known today as GPGPU [7]. 

In this way, by using certain specific calculation 
on the vertex and fragment processors to manipulate 
the data the final results can be displayed in on the 
output. 

On 2012, the latest GPU contains more than 
700 processing units (programmable fragments and 
vertex processors). 

 
Table 1 

Technical specifications of the most advanced video cards 

Name GPU Clock Speed Stream processors 

Radeon 6670 800 MHz 480 Stream 
Processing Units 

Radeon 6750 700 MHz 720 Stream 
Processing Units 

 
These units have potential for calculate the physics. 

2.2.1. Vertex processor – vertex shaders 

Vertex processor referred also as “vertex 
shaders” refers to a processing unit that performs 
algorithms on vertex data. A vertex shader routine 
consists of a small program that runs on the 
processing unit and can update the vertex data. 

The input for a vertex shader represents the vertex 
data, namely its position, color, normals, etc. In a 
vertex shader one can write code for tasks such as [8]: 

 vertex position transformation using the model 
view and projection matrices; 

 normal transformation, and if required its 
normalization; 

 texture coordinate generation and transformation; 
 lighting per vertex or computing values for 

lighting per pixel; 
 color computation. 
Depending on the architecture of the graphics 

card, the vertex unit processor is used to group 
vertices and perform operations on groups. This is 
useful on calculation of physics properties because it 
can be used in virtual reality applications to reduce 
the final cost of calculations on the generated data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Programmable stage of rendering pipeline –  
Vertex shaders. 
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The vertex processor has no information regarding 
connectivity, hence operations that require topological 
knowledge can’t be performed in here [10], the vertex 
processor processes vertices individually and has no 
clue of the remaining vertices, therefore this are 
performed in GPU fragment unit processor. 

2.2.2. Geometry shaders 

With the advances in Direct3D [18], the hard-
ware graphics contains a number of specific features 
that specify what the hardware must render. 

This part sits between vertex shader and 
rasterization and allows data to be programmatically 
accessed and operate on vertex data. With this, plane 
operations on groups of vertices can be performed 
and also locate the adjacent vertices of a group 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Programmable stage of rendering pipeline –  
Geometry shaders. 

 
Geometry shaders are a relatively new type of 

shader, introduced in Direct3D 10 and OpenGL 3.2; 
formerly available in OpenGL 2.0+ with the use of 
extensions [12]. 

This has a very good application in collision 
detection applications [12]. 

2.2.3. Fragment processor – pixel shaders 

As it can be seen in [9], fragment processing is a 
term in computer graphics referring to a collection 
of operations applied to fragments generated by the 
rasterization operation in the rendering pipeline. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Programmable stage of rendering pipeline –  
Pixel shaders. 

 
Pixel shaders, also known as fragment shaders, 

compute color and other attributes of each pixel. 
The rasterization takes as a input a primitive 

describes by vertex coordinates and converts to a 
fragment, which become the pixel that will be 
displayed on the screen. 

From [9] this unit is responsible for operations 
like: 

 computing colors, and texture coordinates per 
pixel; 

 texture application; 
 fog computation; 
 computing normals if you want lighting per 

pixel. 

2.2.4. CUDA 

CUDA was released by NVIDIA as a proprietary 
framework to perform calculations on GPU. It 
enables dramatic increases in computing perfor-
mance by harnessing the power of the graphics 
processing unit (GPU) [12]. 

CUDA comes from Compute Unified Device 
Architecture and represent a parallel computing 
platform and programming model. Today, all 
NVIDIA GPU implement the CUDA architecture 
and programming model. The CUDA platform is 
available to games and virtual reality developers 
through CUDA libraries, compiler directive and 
extensions to industry standards programming 
languages. 

CUDA allows developers to access virtual in-
struction set and memory of the parallel computation 
elements in CUDA GPU architecture, in this what, 
the NVIDIA GPU becomes accessible to the 
developers how the CPU is. 

3. COMPARE THE GPU AND  
CPU SPEED 

Using the algorithms presented in [19] for 
generating SIFT points an experiment to measure the 
time to generate the SIFT points using CUDA 
compared to the same steps performed without 
CUDA engine is performed. 

It was choose two types of images, one low 
resolution image Figure 4 (243X250 pixels) and one 
high resolution Figure 5 (3484X2249pixels). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Low resolution image. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. High resolution image. 
 

In the following table, comparative results of the 
time to detect SIFT points are displayed, using 
CUDA – GPU and using CPU. 
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Table 2 

Display comparative results of the computation times using 
GPU and CPU 

Image Number of 
SIFT points 
detected in 

image 

Time to 
compute SIFT 
points without 

CUDA (ms) 

Time to 
compute SIFT 

points with 
CUDA (ms) 

Figure 4 122 106 45 

Figure 5 581 3744 380 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The presented architectures were used in various 
domains like games, virtual reality, simulations, reduce 
the time of alghorithms computation and so on. 

The hardware architecture presented allows 
simulation of Newtonian physics in simulated 
environments and manages interactions between 
objects. The architecture along with the open source 
engines that are using the architecture can be used 
easily to simulate various interactions between CAD 
objects and with the final scope virtual assembly and 
also can be use easily to optimize the alghorithms 
computation. 
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